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The concept of coherent structure in turbulent 
flow is a revolutionary idea which is being 
developed by evolutionary •eans. The aain objec-
tive of this review iR to list so•e solid achieve-
•ent1, showing what can be done by using the con-
cept of coherent structure that cannot be done 
without it . The nature of structure is described 
in terns of so•e related concepts , including celer-
ity. topology. and the pheno•enon of coalescence 
and splitting of structure . The 111ain e•phasis is 
on the •ixing layer, as the one flow whose struc-
ture is well enough understood so that technical 
applications are now being •ade in proble•s of •ix-
ing and che111Jstry . An atte•pt is •ade to identify 
so•e conceptual and experi•ental obstacles that 
stand in the way of prorresa in other technically 
1-portant flows, particularly the turbulent boun-
dary layer . A few co••ents are included about the 
role of structure in nu•erical si•ulations and in 
current work on •anipulation and control of tur-
bulent tlow . So•e recent develop•ents are cited 
which suggest that the tiae is nearly right for 
corresponding advances to occur in turbulence 
modeling . 
In this paper I propose to point out some 
strengths and weaknesses of the concept of coherent 
structure in turbulent flow. list so•e achieve-
ments. and suggest what I believe are so11e useful 
lines of attack for the future. My first task. 
however. is to justify yet another review of the 
subject. In 1973, at a small Industrial Associates 
conference at Cal tech, I noted that the new and 
revolutionary concept of coherent structure was 
enco•passed by perhaps 30 to 40 papers, •ostly pub-
lished in the Journal of Pluid Mechanics. Today 
the nu•ber of papers is probably close to a 
thousand , and review articles have beco•e the only 
pract ical avenue of approach for newco111ers to the 
subject . In the nine years since Roshko' s Dryden 
lecture1 in 1976, various topics in coherent struc-
ture have been reviewed by Kovasznay2 , Palco3 , Lu•-
ley4, S"iff•anl5• 6 , Cantwell7 , Coles8 Hussain9 •10 , 
Antonia1 , Laufer12 , Ho and Huerre13, Rogallo and 
Moin14 , and others. There have also been a number 
of specialists' •eetings . Pro•inent exa•ples since 
1976 are the workshops at Lehigh1l5 Michigan 
State16 , and MadrJd17 . The frequency of such •eet-
ings is decreasing, perhaps because o( surfeit (in 
so11e cases, the sa•e material has been published 
several times), and perhaps because lines of polar-
ization in the research co••unity have by now 
beco•e so well defined that they no longer need to 
be explored . 
Among the reviews just •entioned, the paper by 
Cantwell stands out as a co111prehensJve and even-
handed account of the experi•ental evidence. The 
other papers tend to e•phasize so•e special proble• 
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or so11e special point of view. My present review 
is no exception . It is certainly neither 
co111prehensi ve nor even-handed. It is beet read as 
a Caltech white paper, presenting •oetly •Y own 
point of view and using •oetly •Y own experience or 
that of •Y colleagues. I believe that •Y subject 
is best painted with a broad brush; there Js no 
roo• Jn this short paper for details that do not 
help to define the nature of coherent structure , 
however valuable these details •ay otherwise be . 
The flow which receives by far the most attention 
is therefore the mixing layer, because this is the 
flow whose 111echanis11s are best understood . Por 
several other flows of great technical interest , 
particularly the boundary layer, •any details have 
been docu•ented, but the aain •echanisms are still 
obscure , and I do not have very •uch to say . Lack 
of ti•e and space also accounts for 11y failure to 
do justice to two i•portant topics, nuaerical si•u-
lation of turbulent flow, and •anipulation and con-
trol of turbulent flow. Both are active r esearch 
areas, and each deserves a survey of its own . 
B~olutio!!.! ~st !n!! 1?!:.!!~nt . At the 1973 
Cal tech conference I also drew a parallel with a 
previous revolution in turbulenr.e which took place 
during the period 1925- 1933, when the •ixing- length 
hypothesis was introduced. Before this event, the 
art of turbulence had seldo• risen above the pri•i-
tive level of log- log graph paper and power laws. 
It is not a great oversJ•plification to say that 
there were only two princ.lpal contributors to the 
revolution, Prandtl and Kar•an. There was one cru-
cial experi•ent. the s•ooth-pipe profile •easure-
•ents by NJkuradse, and there was one crucial 
result, the logari th•ic law for the •ean- velocJ ty 
profile near a wall. For a full appreciation of 
these develop•ents fro• the point of view of one of 
the participants, I reco••end reading pages 134- 140 
of Kar-n's biography 18 along with the technical 
11 terature19 After 193:5, the situation re•ained 
stable for several decades . during the period of 
exploitation that typically follows the introduc-
tion and acceptance of a new concept in science . 
In tact, \b the first Stanford contest in 1968 I 
co•plained that •oat of the co•putation •ethods 
presented there would not have been out of place , 
given adequate co•puting resources . at a si•ilar 
conference in 1935. The Hin exception was the 
contribution by Bradshaw, which itself had the 
se•inal effect of •aking fashionable the use of 
rate equations, or transport equations , for various 
i•portant turbulence quantities . 
Practically speaking, I believe that the ele-
•ent that •ade the first revolution viable was the 
evolution of the wind tunnel, or •ore generally the 
evolution of flow-•anage•ent techniques which 
enlarged the class of classical shear flows by 
addinr the boundary layer, the •ixinr layer, and 
the wake to the pipe flow. the channel flow, the 
jet, and the plu•e. A foundation was thus laid for 
the develop•ent of the Bi•ilarity laws that today 
provide a workable synthesis of experience with the 
classical flows, and with their reneralizations to 
include effects of surface rourhness, heat 
transfer, •ass transfer , and co•presaibility. 
The element that is making the second revolu-
tion possible is the digitaJ computer, or more gen-
erally the whole of digital instrumentation . In my 
opJnion , access to information aboul velocity fluc -
tuations through the hot - wire anemometer, or later 
the laser- Doppler vcloc.lmeter, has not by itself 
led to substantial advances in understanding of 
turbulence . Neither has the analytical machinery 
of Wiener's generalized harmonic analysis, or the 
associated experimental machinery of analog corre-
lators and spectral analyzers, or the application 
of all thJs machinery to the arch- problem of homo-
geneous isotropic turbulence. During the period 
1910- 1970, in particular , all of the classical tur-
bulent shear flows were re- examined and re-
documented with the aid of hot -wire instrm11enta -
tion . The results, in the form of power spectra , 
intermittency profiles, space and space- time corre-
lations, detailed energy balances, and so on, are a 
monument to the dedication of the experimental com-
munity. WJ th few exceptions, however, these 
efforts were not productive of deep insights into 
the nature of turbulence . One of Liepmann's occa-
sional aphorJs•s, not entirely facetious , is that 
the invention of Reynolds averaging may have 
delayed the development of concepts in turbulence 
in much the same way that the invention of the 
vacuum tube delayed the development of tho transis-
tor . The revolutionary contribution of digital 
instrumentation is that it preserves phase informa-
tion, which is the key to any study of structure, 
and thereby transforms the operation of averaging . 
Another promising application, quantitative use of 
flow visualization through computer-aided image 
an11Jysis, is still in an early stage of develop-
11ent . 
~oherenl structu~. It is past time to define 
what I mean by coherent structure . This particular 
term seems to have been first used publicly in the 
title of a conference ~fganized by Davies and Yule 
1n 1974 at Southampton . In the present context 
the word "coherent" means recognizable, as in 
"coherent speech". Roshko prefers the term "organ-
ized structure", which avoids the ambiguity associ-
ated with another meaning of the word "coherent" in 
des er ibing wave phenomena. ln any event, the term 
"coherent structure" is now generally accepted as 
meanlng a recognizable concentration ot· accumula -
tion of vorticity at the largest lateral scale of a 
turbulent shear flow . Operationally, I derine 
coherent structure as the pattern that emerges when 
an ensemble average is constructed in coordinates 
moving in such a way as to best preserve the phase 
of the organized motion with respect to so•e def in-
ahle orJgin in ti•e and space . The velocity with 
which the coordinates must move is often called 
convection velocity and occasionally phase velo-
city. Because the latter term involves the ambi -
guity just mentioned, l prefer to use the term 
"celerity" which was originally introduced by Favre 
and co- workers in their ~~rk on space- time correla-
tions in boundary layers . 
The concept of coherent structure is illus-
trated by P igure 1, which is a famous photograph 
taken in the sublayer of a boundary layer by Kline 
and co- workers at Stantord23 . The stated purpo11e 
of the research was to use flow visualization to 
learn more about the various mechanisms that 
operate in the three main regions of the boundary 
layer--the intermittent wake region, the fully tur-
bulent logarithmic region, and especially the 
viscous sublayer, where much of the turbulence pro-
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Figure 1 . Coherent structure in the sublayer of a 
turbulent boundary layer . Photograph provided by 
S.J. Kline , Stanford Univers ity . 
duction is known Lo be concentrated. The ubJqu l -
tous presence of stre11mwise vortices in the sub-
layer was not suspected before this research was 
undertaken . These vortices evidently satiiify my 
operational definition of coherent structure , 
al though the seal e is the scale of the vi seems sub-
layer rather Lhan of the full boundary layer . 
Figure 2 ls an equally famous photograph taken 
in t;!i,r Brown-Roshko shear- layer apparatus at Ca ·1-
tech . The research in question was not designed 
or intended to produce this photograph. The origi-
nal object l ve was to study the quite different 
behavior of mixing layers (a) when the speed is low 
and the two streams differ i n density because the 
two gases are different, and (b) when the speed is 
high and the density difference ts associated with 
compressibility. This objective was preempted 
(although Roshko has recently returned to it) when 
the existence and persistence of turbulent coherent 
structure was d1 scovered . There w11s considerable 
skepticism at first about this discovery. However, 
the skepticism is now mostly quieted, and r esearch 
on the problem of coherent structure in this and 
other flows is being pursued vi gorously in many 
directions . 
mentioned that there are perhaps a thousand 
papers concerned with one or another aspect of 
coherent structure . A superflcial census shows 
that the flow represented most heavily is the boun-
dary layer . Next is the mixing layer. Then come 
Figure 2. Coherent structure in the mixing layer . 
Photograph provided by A. Roshko, California Insti -
tute of Technology. 
tho pipe and channel, and finally the far jet and 
far wake . Plumes and wall jets have not received 
anch attenUon . 
VorticJty . By any reasonable aeasure of pro-
gress in achievJ ng new understanding, the mixing 
layer leads all the rest, for reasons that are not 
hard to discover . At least for flow at high Rey-
nolds nuabers, coherent structure involves large-
sca le vorticity in circumstances where non-
linearity is at Jea11t as i11portant as diffusion. 
It should then be a good approximation to think of 
the bulk motion Jn terms of the traditional vortex 
laws for inviscid rotational flow . Thus vorticity 
is carrJed with the fluid. Vortex lines or tubes 
do not end in the fluid, but close on themselves, 
or go to infinity, or end at walls. In any 11or· 
phology of coherent structure, therefore, an impor -
tant dJstinction ari!les between flows containing 
large- scale aean vorticity of only one sense and 
flows containing large scale mean vorti city of both 
senses . The mixing layer is unique aaong the clas-
sical plane flows (if it is supposed that the boun-
dary layer includes its iaage in the wall) in that 
it is the only flow that is driven naturally toward 
a two- di11ensional structure . It is priaarily this 
property that aakes the aixing layer experiaentally 
transparent and accounts for the substantial pro -
gress that has been 11ade with this flow . 
Celeri~~ an~ !Q..Q01Q.1n:'. . Implicit in thts char-
acterization i s the idea that a coherent structure 
moves as a unit , preserving its geometry, while t he 
ubient flow acco11modates itself to the kinematic 
and dynaaic de11ands of the structure . Several iso-
lated structures-- the spiral turbulence, the puff 
in a pipe, the spot in a boundary layer, the vortex 
ring--are unequivocal examples of such behavior . 
It is also clear that a knowledge of celerity is a 
prerequisite to any study of structure, because 
particle paths and instantaneous strea11l1nes are 
very sensitive to the velocity of the observer . My 
own experience has been that celerity is bes t 
determined by tracking peaks in ensemble- aean vor -
ticity, or sui tAbl e contours of aean veloc ity or 
interaittency . Space- tiae correlations can be very 
dccepti ve . Such correlations unifor11l y i.ndicate 
that the celerity is not constant across the 
lateral extent of a given flow , but is biased Jn 
the direction of the mean- velocity profile . It is 
known that the bias can be significantly reduced by 
reaoving the high- frequency part of the signals22 
However, I know of no experiaent in which the 
passbands for two probes have been systeaatically 
adjusted to aaximize the envelope of the correla-
tion. The proble11 seeas made to order for 
co11puter - aided instru11entation based on an array 
processor. It is regrettable that data are not 
avaiJable to allow a direct test in a variety of 
flows of Roshko's conjecture1 that the correlatjon 
envelope is a measure of life expectancy for 
coherent structure . 
In any single realization of a turbulen t flow, 
the large structure is often obscured by mot i ons of 
smttl ler scale . The structure eaerges only after 
averaging at constant phase over an ense•ble, 
according to the operational def ini tinn given in 
the Introduction . The language which emerges is 
the language of topo logy . My own opinion , which J 
concede is no t widely shared, is that topology is a 
crucially i•portant ele•ent of the new turbulence. 
In fact, topology is the central theme Jn •Y survey 
paper of 1981 , where I asse•bled so•e ideas 
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developed in discussions with colleagues at Caltech 
over several years. The two cartoons shown in Fig-
ure 3 are taken fro• this paper. They are intended 
to suggest the topology of the 11Jxing layer and the 
vortex street, both portrayed as growing in t l•e 
rather than space . I propose to interpret the flow 
as steady and the patterns as 11ean particle paths , 
ignoring the fact that the •ean flow cannot be both 
unsteady and steady at the same t ime . Despite 
these defects, cartoons like the ones in Figure 3 
have a nu•ber of iaportant uses . 
!!!£bulenc!! l!rodu£.!iO!! . It is known experiaen-
tally that a do•inant site for turbulence produc-
tion (the enseable- averaged scalar product 
P • - <u1 'uj '> a<ui >/ax1) Js at saddle points in the 111oving flow patterns of Figure 3. This pro-
pert~ was established for the •lxing layer by Hus -
sain and i ndependently for the near vort~g street 
behind a cylinder by Cantwell and Coles Data 
fro• the latter paper , expressed in coordinates 
aligned with t he wind tunnel , give the peak in tur-
bulence produc tion a t one particular saddle as 
p ,. _ f o. 060 -o. 034 1 . f o. 028 o. 330) 0 032 l - 0 . 034 0.0771 l0.570 - 0 . 044l ~ . 
where all quantities are 111ade di•ensionless with 
the cylinder dia•eter and the free- strea111 velocity . 
The mean continuity equation is no t satisfied by 
the data ; the discrepancy a<u>/ ax + a<v>/ ay 
= - 0 . 016 probably provides a rough gauge of 
cxperi11ental accuracy . In these coordinates , the 
nu•erical result for P is do•inated by the pro-
duct - <u ' v '> (a<u>/ ay + a<v>/ ax). However, it does 
not follow that the 11easured large turbu l ence pro 
ducti on is associated with shearing defor11a t ion 
near the saddle. First, note that t he measured 
mean vor ticity a<v>/ ax - a<u>/ ay at the saddle is 
0 . 24 . Por heuristic purposes, I propose to neglect 
this vortici ty co•pared to the measured peak • ean 
vorticity of 1.99 at the nearest vortex . If lt is 
stipulated that the vorticity at the saddle is 
zero , the separatrices intersect at right angles 
and coincide locally with the principal axes of the 
strain tensor . In these principal coordinates, P 
beco11es 
p - - 10 . 034 0.006] 
l0 . 006 0.103J 
[0 . 441 - 0.120] a 0 . 032 
l0.120 - 0.4601 
Figure 3. Topological cartoons of t he vortex 
street and the mixing layer, from Coles8 
The difference between these two calculations is 
i11portant, because two quite different conclusJons 
can be drawn fro11 the sa•e data, depending on the 
point of view. The clear 11essage of the second 
calculation is that turbulence production ln such 
flows can be associated with normal stresses, and 
specifically with vortex stretching along the 
diverging separatrix at the saddle . 'fhe new tur-
bulence is continuously transported to the adjacent 
centers, where it accounts for the observed high 
turbulence level. 
Several traditional ru les of turbulence are 
threatened by the last two statements. T~ey imply 
t hat turbulent energy is not necessarily produced 
in the strea•wise co11ponent and transferred to the 
other co11ponents by the actJon of a pressure- strain 
•echanisa. Turbulent energy is not necessarily 
produced at the largest lateral scale of a flow and 
delivered to saaller scales by a cascade •echanisa. 
In short, real turbulent shear f low has little in 
coamon with the flow described by the Reynolds-
averaged equations together with the boundary- layer 
approxiaation and the concept of gradient diffu-
sion. There are, of course, new difficulties with 
the new view, and wl th the broad- brush technique 
that is bei ng used throughout thJs paper. For 
exaaple, an appreciable fraction of the turbulence 
production i n both flows occurs Jn the vortices 
0 
Figure 4. The Mixing layer below the mixing tran-
sition, with the measured probability density for 
concentration, from Koochesfahani30 The concen-
tration t is zero for pure low- speed fluid and 
unity for pure high- speed fluid . 
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themselves. Moreover, the vorticity being tilted 
and stretched in the bridges must be continuously 
replenished, to prevent the pattern from breaking 
up into illolat.ed is.lands of turbulence . Essential 
elements of structure, at least in these two flows, 
thcreforCl include a Rtrain field that ma i ntains a 
finite amount of spanwise vortlcl ty i n the bridges, 
and an lnstabil ity mechanism rescmb ling (say) the 
one proposed by Lin and Corcos26 . 
Mixing . Im important techn1cal issue here is 
the mixing transition in the mixing layer. This 
transition was first described b~8 Konrad 27 ~Rd later stud~bd by Breidenthal , Bernal , 
Koochesfahani , and others. The mixing transition 
begins with the initial appearance of strca11wise 
vorticity Jn the bridges . It is consummated by the 
appearance of three-dimensional small - scale motions 
t hroughout the large spanwise vort ices , usually 
after one or more coalescence events. To illus-
trate the point . flows at Reynolds numhers below 
and above the mixing transition are shown in Fig-
ures 4 and 5. These 1•ages30 are not photographs 
of the flow . They are photographs of a black- and-
whi te moni tor screen* on which is displayed a y- t 
diagra• of light intensity along a line normal to 
the main flow. The high- speed fluid carries a 
fluorescent dye, a laser beam is used for excita-
tion, and the light intensity along the beam is 
measured by a scanning photodiode array . The 
streamwise or ti•e scale has not been adjusted to 
match the celerity, so that there is some distor-
tion . Figures 4 and 5 also include the 111easured 
probabiJity density for relative concentrntion, 
plotted as a function of position through the 
layer. The data leave no doubt that the flow in 
the large spanwise vortices is essentially unmixed 
when the flow is below the mixing trans 1 ti on, and 
quite well mixed above . In the latter case, the 
most probable co11position for the mixed fluid is 
independent of position within the struc t ures, and 
t11 btased toward a higher concentration of high· 
speed fluid . The latter property will be discussed 
again in the next section. 
Measurements like these in the mixing layer 
arc relatively straight.forward (the graduate stu-
dents involved might not agree) . The various ele-
ments that need to be understood in order to formu-
late both the fluid mechanics and the chemistry of 
the 11ixing layer are gradually coming under con-
trol. Recent contributions ing~ude analytical work 
by Broadwell and Breidenthal and by Effeleberg 
and Peters33 , as well as experimentaJ studies of 
34 the N0- 03 reaction by Masutani and Bg~man and the H- F reaction by Mungal and Olmotak1s . 
Ins t!!.Qilitie§. . One subs tan ti al obs tac le to 
progress in research on coherent structure, espe-
cially in the boundary layer, has been that an 
inviscid conceptual model of large- scale structure 
is difficult to reconcile with results of experj -
•ents carried out at low Reynolds nu11bers. For-
tunately, the obstacle becomes less substantial if 
the structure appears in both a laminar and a tur-
* These and other images l n spectacular false 
color can be found ln (so•e copies of) the 
thesis by Koochesfahani . Si111i Jar false-color 
images of vortex streets can be foung 1in (some copies of) the thesis by Roberts . Such 
images are part of the experimental basis for 
my topological cartoons i n Figure 3 . 
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Figure 5. The mixing layer above the mixing tran-
sl tion, with the 11easured probabMii ty dens! ty for 
concentration, from Koochesfahani The concen-
tration t is zero for pure low- speed fluid and 
unity for pure high- speed fluid. 
bu lent version. Obvl ous exa•ples arc again the 
mixing layer and the vortex street. The la111nar 
and turbulent versions of these two flows have in 
co1111on that the primary source of structure is 11 
two- di11ens tonal inst11bi1 Hy of inflection- point 
type. Such 11n inst11bility is essentially inviscid, 
with viscoetty playing a stabilizing role by regu-
lating the thickness of the basJc velocity profile 
and thus Jimiting the range of unstable wave 
numbers. In the non-linear stages of the instabil -
ity, a nearly stationary cl111ax state can result 
fro111 an approx lma te bal11nce between transport and 
diffusion ( lhr. corresponding balance is exact in 
laminar circular Couette flow and Benard 
convection) . The climax state is itself unstable, 
but in a different sense, in which excessive struc-
tural stability leads to slow growth, crowding, 
coalescence, and reappeorance of structure at a 
larger scale. Within this description, the mixing 
transition that connects the laainar and turbulent 
states becomes almost incidental . 
One further point should be Made about the 
case of the vortex street at low Reynolds nu11ber . 
This flow was once thought to be subject to a pair 
ing :f6'stab111 ty, and some authors stil I take this 
view . 37 However, some re11arkable photographs by Cimbala , reproduced in Figure 6, tell a different 
story. A smoke- wire is used for flow visualize-· 
tion. Mnvinrr the location of the s11oke wire pro-
gressively downstream reveals that the original 
vortices decay rapldly. However, the smoke concen-
trations are very persistent, and it is therefore 
easy to reach the wrong conclusion that the origi-
nal street is still present (say) at x/d • 100. 
Actually, lhe street that is visible near x/d .. 
150 is an unrelated pattern, arising fro111 the 
classical instabi 11 ty of the s11ooth, laminar wake 
profile after the original street has decayed. Jn 
the present context of coherent structure, however, 
the real aessage of these photographs is in the 
plan view, which shows that the second vortex 
street i1111ediately develops a three-di11ensional 
pattern. There 18 a strong i111preesion that only 
one side of the wake is aarked by s•oke . Each vor-
tex on that side of the street beco11es wavy and 
inclined, wilh alternate vortices 180° out of 
~~- ---~~ - . .... . .. ,, . _ .;. ·---· I . 
200 250 
Figure 6. The flrst and second vortex streets at 
Re 140. Photograph provided by J . Cimbala, 
Pennsylvania State University. 
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phase, and with so•e overlap in the plan vlew. One 
•ore downstrea• po111tion for the s•oke wire would 
have been useful, to guard against the possibility 
t hat the second street is also decaying . As 
matters stand , the picture is unclear, and further 
study of this flow should be classified as urgent 
unfin ished business . One reason is t hat a roughly 
similar wavy structure (not including the phase 
shift) has recently been detected experl•entally i n 
the turbulent wake by Hussa i n bprivate co•11111nica-
tion) . Another ls t hat Savas3 has independently 
proposed a topologically si1nllar pattern f or t he 
turbulent boundary layer. Because l have a vested 
interest in any structural similarity which can be 
f ound between t he wake and the boundary layer, l 
follow these develop•ents closely. 
Prom the point of view of •orphology, 
appropriate weigh t s hould be given to the fact that 
flows near wall s see• not to pass through a la•inar 
c limax s ~ate , but rather proceed directly to the 
t urbulent one . For example, there t 11 no s t able 
la•inar analog of the turbulent spot or t he spiral 
turhulence. The laminar i nstability in such flows 
is also more subtle than the inflectton- point i n-
stabil ity discu1111ed above, i nasmuch as t he role of 
viscosity is destabilizing. In any event. it is 
not obvi ous t hat coherent struc t ure in such flows 
can be t hough t of as basically inviscid . Moreover, 
t he ba11ic turbulence- production •echani11m may be 
associated with shearing strain , because s low 
lateral growth sef!ms to i 11ply that any coherent 
structure may be much flatter than the ones 
sketched in Figure 3. This point wi ll be taken up 
again in the next section. 
~echani!!!!. At least f or the t wo free tur-
bulent flows discussed so far , there is no doubt 
t hat turbulence product Ion is strongly coupled t o 
the strain field associated with large- scale vorti -
city concentrati ons. The concentrated vor tices , 
once for•ed, generate a strain field which guaran-
tees that there is energetic turbulence production 
nea r saddles in the flow patte rn . The newly tur-
bul ent fluid, while i t is being transported to and 
incorporated into the centers, controls t he viscous 
pa r t of the entrainment; i.e ., the local propaga -
tion velocity of various turbulent - nonturbulent 
interfaces, in such a way as to prciso rve t he 
overall geometry of the turbulent reglons and thus 
of t he coherent structure. The corresponding 
111echanis•s in other flows are greatly complicated 
by t he fact t hat the structures probably occur as 
three-dimensional patterns and in some cases as 
flat or elongated structures, whether i n c lose 
prox i11ity to a wall or not. Such flows presen t 
great difficulties to the experimenter, and are not 
yet close to being reduced to a few relatively sim-
ple e lements Uke those charac ter izing the shear 
layer. One reason may be that 111os t exper imenters, 
11y11elf included, have a bad habit of distorting 
their s tructura l diagrams by blowing up the lateral 
coordinate, thus losing contact with t he real 
geometry and the real topology . 
Celeri!I. Granted that the strain field of a 
train of structures produces sadd l e points in a 
steady topological pattern, as indicated in Ftgure 
3, a practica l conclusion can be drawn about ce l er-
ity in t he •ixi ng l ayer at low Mach nu11be r . The 
two streams 11ust 111eet at the saddle wi t h t he same 
stagnation pressure . They must have the same 
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static pr essure, and hence the same dynamic pres-
sure , at Jarge distances from the layer . Conse-
quently, 
P1(u1 - c )2 • P2( c - u2)2 
where u is the free - stream velocity, c is the 
eel erity. and the s ubscript J identifies the high-
speed side in laboratory coordinates. Solution for 
c yields 
lt follows for the case of equal densities t hat t he 
celerity is t he arithmet i c mean of the t wo stream 
velocities . For very different densities, t he 
celerity approaches the velocity of t he denser 
stream . Incidentally, there should be no diffi -
culty i n extend i ng t hi s derivat ion to t he case of 
compressible flow, for which shock waves may appear 
(and be detectable experimentally) . 
Fi gure 7 shows t he formula just dertvr?d , 
t ogether with some values of celerity measured by 
Wang39 for differen t values of velocity ratio and 
density ratio. The mixing layers in question hap-
pen to be curved , but t he celerity seems not t o be 
strongly dependent on t he sense of the curvature. 
provided that body forces are not large. The error 
bars represent scatter in s lopes measured from x-t 
diagrams for a population of i nd i viduaJ structures 
i n each flow. It is probable t hat the experimental 
celerities, being measured for the trailing inter-
face only , are sl ight l y understated. 
I + ( ~~ - I) ( ~ - I )/(~~+I) (ti+ I ) 
Figure 7 . Celerity c of structure i n mixing 
layers hav i ng different velofiiity r atios and density 
ratios. adapted from Wang3 . The suhscript 1 
refers to the high- speed side . 
~~!ra!nm~nt . Dimotakis40 has independently 
derived the same formula for celerity as part of an 
effort to account for the unexpected experimental 
finding, first reported without fanfare by Kon -
ract27, l hat the volume entrainment into a shear 
layer with equal densities is about 30 percent 
higher on the high- speed side . The argument 
requires an estimate of two entrainment velocitJes 
norma l to the layer, together with an assoc latcd 
area for each structure . Dimotakis takes each 
entrainment velocity to be proportional to the 
cor respond ing free - stream velocity In moving coor-
dinates; i.e., to (u 1 - c) or (c - u2). lt l s 
clear that the entralnment area for each vor tex 
cannot be the i1arldle- to-saddle distance in Figure 
3. because this is the same for the two sides of 
t he Jayer . Dimotakis therefore appeals to the 
streamwise asymmetry of the real flow (cf. Figure 
2) by using the center- to- center distance. whi ch he 
measures downstream on the high- speed side and 
upstream on the low- speed side. The result is a 
qu I te plausible formula for layer growth in the 
general cas1?. The argument recognizes imp.I fc .ltly 
that the entrainment Is not uniform from saddle to 
saddle, but is small along the bridges and large in 
the downstream lee for•ed by the flow relative to 
each structure. This conspicuous non- uniformity In 
local entrainment has been noted by other authors, 
and has given risr. to a gastronomical descri ption 
of en trainment of free-stream fluld as "r,ulplng" . 
Dimotakis uses the term "i nducti on" to refer to d! 
f!!C tQ entrainment of fluid that is i rreversi h 1 y 
committed to entering the turbulent region , but has 
not yet done so . However, it is not c lear how or 
where a line can be drawn between this fluid and 
f lulcl whose turn will come a little later . The 
issue of entrainment seems to be at least partly a 
subjective issue . 
Coal£!!CCnC! · CoalescencP. is a r.onspicuous 
phenomenon i n the free shear layer . There Is no 
doubt that the proximate r.ause of coa]esr.P.nce l s 
entrainment , which continuously Increases the 
volume of fluid Involved in the motion of a gJven 
structure. The scale in the streamwise direction 
is constrained by conservation of number. but the 
scale in the direction normal to the s hear flow is 
not . Eventually the two scales must djverge suffi -
r.lently so that distortion in the strain field 
triggers a fundamental change in the geo•etry . The 
change provided by nature is coalescence . Accord -
i ng to x- t dJagra•s of vortex t rajectories reported 
by various investiga tors, this process ls rapid at 
large Reynolds nu•bers . 1 therefore tend to think 
of coalescence events as punctuation ln the text of 
turbulence. 
To test this description of the mixing layer 
quanti tat l veJ y, Hernan ancl Ji men.ff have carr I P.rl out 
a computer - aided image analysis of a high- speed 
shadowgraph movie taken by Bernal of a constant-
density flow in the Rrown - Roshko apparatus. 
Although the numerical values show considerable 
dispersion, the r esults suggest that an average 
vortex increases its area between pairings by about 
77 percent, and that the co•bined area increases by 
a further 16 percent during pairing . The area bal -
ance is therefore satisfactory . Moreover, the x-
location for successive pairings is found to dou -
ble. on the average, when measured from the 
apparent origin defined by the growth of the mean 
flow. Allowable configurations for inviscid rota-
tional •odels of the cli•ax state nve also been 
studJed by Pierrehu111bert and Widnall and by Saff-
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man and Szeto43 . Although the numbers obtained for 
a hypothetica l coalescence event are somewhat dif -
ferent from those quoted abovP. , the analyses tend 
to reinforce the view that coalescence ls essen-
tially an invlsci d phenomenon, requirJng only grow-
ing vortir.es. 
fQ.!!t r Q..! of Q_Qalesce!:!_!<Q· Two types of <?xperl -
men t s have shown that control can be exe r ted ove r 
growt h and coa4escence of vort ices Jn a s hear 
laye r . Kibens app1iec1 a small perturbation at 
t he na t ural frequc nr.y of t he initial reg i on and 
obta i ner! thn rP.sults fo r vortP.x spacing shown in 
Figure 8 . The plotted data were inferred from the 
known ceJcrlty and f r om the position of extrema i n 
the auto- corre lation signal in ti me for t he u-
component of vn l oclty . The boxed regions are 
regi ons of coalescenr.e. and the spar.log has a 
unique value onJy in thr. short intervening Inte r -
vals. The upper par t of t he figure presents a pro-
posc:cl skelP.ton of t.he samr. flow . The staircase 
shows the s treamw lse vortex sea le Increas ing 
discontinuously durJng coa l escence events, 11nc1 lhn 
straight line shows the lateral vortex scale (nor -
mal to the layer) fnr.reasfng cont i nuously . This 
approximation of continuous change in t he lateral 
scal e 111 consistent with numerical cal cuJalton11 , 
admittedly for laminar flow aJ5 low Reynolds numbers, by Corcos and Sherman . As s everal 
authors have noted, Figure 8 suggests that an ade-
quate model of the flow might require only one 
cyc le of the evolution, this cyc le then being 
repealecl inclef!nitP.Jy wt th the appropriate 
increases in scale . 
The second type of control involves a per t ur -
bation at. a frequency small compared to the na tura l 
frequency of the Jnftlal regJon. The e ff er. t Js t o 
consolidate all of the st ructures which form with l n 
each cyc l e of t he perturbation , after wh ich coa les -
r.ence Is 1111pprcsscrl for a considerable c1 I stanc:P. 
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Figure 8 . Change of scale in a control l ed mixing 
layer durinf successive coalescence events, adapted 
fro• Kibens 4 , with a proposed skeletal •odel . The 
para•eter d is the nozzle dia•eter . 
befot•e 1 t resumes. Exper j men ts o~ this kind have 
been c3.frjed out by Ho and Huang4 , Oster and Wyg-
nanski. , and others. The flow in the plateau 
region is, to say the least, abnormal. The Reynolds 
shearing s t ress changes sign, so that the energy 
budget in Reynolds -averaged form indicates energy 
transfer from the turbulence to the mean flow. 
Entrainment is also greatly inhibited31 The 
topology appa rently shifts from that shown ln Fi g-
ure 3 t o the corresponding closed pattern of a 
train of Kelvin cat's -eyes . Whatever else can be 
sa i d about thi s f low , it is not an auspi c ious place 
to study t he entrainment properties of a normal 
shear-l ayer structure . On the other hand, the fact 
tha t attempted control of structure can lead to a 
very unnatural flow is itself a remarkable and 
valuable result . 
~or2.!!Ql2E:z:; l i nea[ growtl}_. There ts some 
pr ospec t that the skele t a l mode l of shear - layer 
devcl opment in the upper part of Figure 8 can be 
adapted to certain other flows . As a primitive 
universal model , suppose that coalescence when it 
occurs ls instantaneous and volume pre serving, that 
the s treamwi se scale doubles duri ng coal e scence. 
and that the lateral scale goes from being too 
large by a factor V2 (with respect to a mean 
ra tio of s cales) to being too small by a factor 
1/ fi. Entrainment then resumes and the cycle 
r epeats itse lf . The rate- controlling r eaction is 
evi den t ly the process of entrainment between pair-
ings . Unfortunately, this process is experimen-
tally almost inaccessible in an unforced general 
flow because of experimental limitations, uncer-
ta inty ~bout the location of pairing events, 
three- dimens ionality of the structure , variations 
in age and size, and the need to use unfamiliar 
Lagrangian techniques of data analysis. 
Nevertheless , other flows than the mixing 
layer can be contemplated in these same terms, 
usi ng i n each case the standard similarity law for 
mean 7 lateral growth in the Reynolds - averaged 
sense . As a bas ic premise , suppose that the stan-
dard st ructure i n each f l ow has three (or two) 
na t ural scales which tend to rema i n in a constant 
ratio to each other; i. e ., t he average streamwise 
and spanwi se scales are constant multiples of the 
average lateral thickness of the layer . Jn a side 
view , the streamwise scale of coherent structure is 
assumed to double at each coalescence. The inter-
va l between coalescences should then be determined 
by growth of the mean lateral scale, and partjcu-
larly by the distance required for doubling of this 
scale. For linearly growing flows (6 -x), 
inc luding the mixing layer, the plane and round 
jet , the radial jet, and the plane and round plume, 
the nominal ratio x2; x1 for two successive 
coalescence even ts shou-ld be 2. For She boundary 
layer a t constant pressure (6 - x41 , approxi -
mate ly). the ratio x2 ; x1 should b~ about h3. For the plane or round waRe (6 - x11 , 6 - x1 ' ) , 
the ratio x2/ x1 should be 4 or 8, respectively. For the pfane or round momentum less wake 
(6 - x114 . 6 - x115 ) , the ratio x / x should be 
16 or 32, respectively . These obser6atlons suggest 
that more attention might he paid to the problem of 
coherent structure in the latter two flows, despite 
an awkward non- uniqueness in the simj lari ty laws 
which arises because the initial momentum flux van-
i she s as a flow parameter. All of the plane flows 
listed here except the mixing layer contain •ean 
vorticity of both s enses, so that three- dimensional 
structures should be expected . These structures 
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then have a spanwise scale whjch must also double, 
to r eplicate the geometry in a plan view . Hence 
coalescence might be expected to involve four 
structures rather than two. 
Unfortunately, thjs reasoning cannot be 
correct in general, because it leads in certa i n 
cases to a fatal contradiction. The argument 
requires all of the flows which grow less than 
linearly , beginning with the boundary layer, to 
develop very flat or elongated structure. Thus the 
basic premise, that the natural scales remain jn a 
constant ratio to each other, is violated . I am 
not sure where the fault lies, but I am reluctant 
to give up my premise concerning scales. I think 
jt more likely that my assumptions about skeletal 
models, coalescence, and doubling of s cale are only 
correct for flows that grow linearly . lf so , it 
may be necessary to think in terms of splitting 
(f i ssion) as well as coalescence (fusion) of struc-
ture . There is at least one precedent here; split-
ting of structure is known to occur for the puff in 
pipe flow at low transition Reynolds numbers . The 
topic i s a difficult one , and I have made no pro-
gress with it. In any case, a fundamental morpho-
logical distinction is dictated by the presence or 
absence of a global sea l e for the mean flow. If 
the flow boundary defined by the appropriate simi-
larity law is curved rather than straight , such a 
scal e is inherent in the geometry. Finally, I wi ll 
mention for the r ecord one flow that is espec ially 
diff i cult to fit into the morphology just outlined . 
Th is is the sink flow; i.e. , the boundary layer i n 
a wedge- shaped converging channel. Th e 
streamwise / spanwise/lateral scales for a fixed 
volume of fluid within the boundary layer are 
increasing/ constant/ decreasing , so that splitting 
of large structure s eems much more likely than 
coalescence . On the other hand, it may not be an 
accident that the mean- velocity profile in t hi s 
flow is logarithmic everywhere outside the sub-
layer, and that there Js no net entrainment . The 
question of of large- scale coherent structure may 
be moot. 
If research on the mixing layer can be 
described as a developed industry, then research on 
the boundary layer should be described as a flea 
•arket. The boundary layer has been studied so 
extensively that it is exasperating that so little 
is known about it. I can conc~ive of several rea -
sons. The •ost i•portant is that coherent struc-
ture in the boundary layer is three- dimensional . 
Use of single probes, or of multiple probes with 
condJ tionJng, or of lines or sheets of light with 
s•oke or fluorescent dye, has not so far 
illuminated the large-scale three- dimensional 
•otion . Al•ost nothing is known about topology . 
Finally, the progression from laminar structure to 
turbulent structure is missing, and information 
about structure during transition, while extensive , 
is not of much pragmatic value. 
Ihe viscou! !Ubla~[· Nevertheless. recogni -
tion of small - scale coherent structure in the sub-
layer of a boundary layer has c leared up one old 
mystery associated with the behavior of fluctua -
tions near a s•ooth wall . Power series in y for 
various mean quantities in Reynolds- averaged form 
can be derived by straightforward operations of 
repeated differentiation of the equations of 
•otion, followed by evaluation at the wall (the 
details 
reader) . 
leading 
shearing 
- U'V' .., 
are left as a tedious exerc ise for the 
Jf the mean flow Is two- di mensjonaJ , the 
term in the equation for the turbulen t 
stress tR 
T I 
w 
---1 3 
.l.. C1 I I y_ • O(y4) 
az w J 6 
where T ' 2 (I! au' / ay) and CT ' • (I! aw' / <ly) . 
The ove rlfar can be int:'rpreted asw a time ave rag~ , 
an ensemble average, or a spatial averar,e, as 
appropr late . Given t he wide- spread be lief that u 
eventually behaves like log y outsi1e the sub-
] ayer, the radJ us of convergence y of such 
s;rles ls certainly finite and probably small (say 
y < 15v/ u , where u • •r:;:/p) . 
T T 'i 'W 1 '' 
The first term in the coefficient of y3 van-
ishes for a channel flow, and is easily shown to be 
too small by several orders of magnJtude to 
re present the obse rved behavior of - u' v' in a 
standard boundary layer. For a s tructureless sub-
layer, it is at least plausibl e t ha t the seco~d 
term should also vanish, leaving the term O(y ) 
as the leading term (see, for example, the discus -
sion in Monjn and Yaglom48 , Section 5 . 3, or 
Hlnze49 , Section 7- 5). A reasonable argument might 
be that, given a particular value for <lcr ' wl <l:t, 
~~~~!~~=. 0~10:~~~;~ v~h~a~~~~a~~~ 1:w ~ot8~~r~ci~~~!~ 
l ess. It contains counter- rotating streamwJ se vor 
tices, and the phase relationship ln z fo r Tw ' 
and <J w' is manifestly such that T w' and 
a~az arc in3 phase . Hence the leadJng term In 
- u v ' is O(y ) . I have been able to estimate 
the coefficient with t he aid of 8?> deterministic 
mode l which l proposed some time ago O for the part 
of the sublayer flow associated with the streamwi so 
vortices . The model yteJds 
u 2 
T 
3 
0 . 00103 fyUT1 + O(y4 ) 
l v J 
A prel lminary value extracted by Spalart from h is 
recent ful 1 numerical simulation of the boundary 
layer is 0 . 001 (private communication) . The agree-
ment is encouraging . However, I consider the quan-
titative content of this or any other de terministic 
sublayer model to be less important than my quali -
tative cone lus !on in the cited paper that three 
transport mechanisms , rather than two, must be at 
work in flow past a s mooth wa ll . Just at the wall, 
t he mechan ism i!l molecular . Outside the sublayer , 
the mechanism ls bulk transport by large- scale 
eddyJng mo tions, coherent or not . For reasons 
which are at present obscure , the latter mechanism 
Js apparently incompatible with a no- slip boundary 
condition at the wall for the large- scale fluctua ·· 
tions . Nature has therefore invented the sublayer 
vortices to make up the def lcit in transport , par-
ticularly i n t he region 0 < yu / v < 50. The ins-
tability which creates these sublayer vortices , and 
keeps them energized, is still a mystery . 
One reasonable inference from this discussion 
ls that the •aJn effect of surface roughness may be 
to compensate for the inco•patibl li ty in the no-
sl i p boundary condition by other means. Another is 
t hat a deterministi c description of t he sublayer 
structure can be expected to have important appli-
cations in treating heat or mass transfer at a 
wall, especially at large Prandtl or Schmidt 
numbers . Finally, any discussion of the drag-
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reducing effects of hl eh molecu lar - weight polymers 
in liquids, especial ly the existence of a critical 
ve loclty , s houJd benef it f rom estima tes of the max-
imum loca l rate o f nor ma I strain in such a sub-
layer . 
Hlerar!lh~ Q[ !tr!!,!;!:!!re. Analy tica l work on 
st ructure has failed to keep pace with experimental 
work . I know vory 1 it ll o aboi.J t turbu lcnco modc l 
ing, but I am sure t ha t turbulence mode ls have an 
impor tant r ole to play In the problem of structuro 
when the curtain finally goes up, at some t ime ln 
the future . /\Jthough determln is11c modols will 
have to gJvc way at some sca le to statistical ones. 
this scale may not be the largest sea l n in the 
flow . Evidence ls accumulati ng t hat at least a 
modes t hierarchy of structure can bo i den tified Jn 
some flows, although not t he hie r archy proposed by 
Theodorson, which requ i res an orthogonal horseshoe 
coordinate sys tom. The mot ion which f I rs t renders 
a mixing l aye r three- dlmons ional has a I r m1dy heen 
mentioned in Section 2. Other less substanti~ j 
evidence rofers t o t he spot ~ n 11 bounda ry layer 
and to the slug In a p I pe5 , al t hough the i !lsue 
here may real ly be the issue of s pl itting . My own 
posltJon on the question. of hiera r chy has softoned, 
a fter some recent experience with tho turbu lent 
vortex ring . Figure 9 (Gl ezer, prjvale communica-
tion) shows sections in two orthogonal pl anes 
through such a ring Jn water . Fluorescent dye and 
a sheet of laser light we re used for flo w vi sua li -
zation . Th e side view prcsonts a contradiction. 
Any reasonable to po logir.a l cartoon of t he vortex 
ring would place the r egion of main entrainmen t at 
the rear . However . the side- view photograph. l Ike 
numerous similar photographs by other invest 1ga-
tors, shows that dyed fluid ls left behind in tho 
wake; there is substantial de - entral,nmen t at Lhe 
rear. Clnrlficatlon was obtained when th<? llgh l 
sheet was t urned normal to the path of the ring . 
yielding the sequence of p ictures shown as satei-
1 ites in Figure 9 . /\ t ce rtaJn azi mutha l positions. 
t he region outside t he main core is ei ther vlslhle 
or not visible through the whole sequence. The 
pictures suggest t he presence of vortex tuhes 
wrapped around the main core in azimu t hal p l anes. 
At some az I mu thal posit .Ions t he J nduced r low 
corresponds to ent ra inment ; at others , to de -
entrainment. It Js the Jatte r regions which move 
dyed fluid into the wake . There ls a small net 
Figure 9 . Secondary vortex structure ln 
bulent vortex ring . Photograph prov ided 
Glezer, University of /\rizona . 
a t ur-
by A. 
cntrafom<m t j nto the rjng, wh ich grows conically 
but exceedingly s l owly, with a tota l cone angle of 
about 1 or 2 degrees. 
l nterf!!f~. Given a t urbu lent shear fl ow, 
s uppose that the largest sca l e, whose topology is 
certa i nly more than a descriptive device because jt 
determines i mportant energy transformations , can he 
adequately treated by deterministic modeling. Sup-
pose al so t hat t he smallest scales can he ade-
qua t<~ l y t.reatoc! by an eddy--vi scosHy or mJ x i ng-
length scheme. In conventional mode ling , as far as 
I am aware, little or no use js made of t he concept 
of intermittency; i.e., of i nterface . I am no t 
quite ready to give up the hypothesis that statist-
ically f l at i n terfaces can exist, especially at 
la r ge lloyno.lds numbers, and can propagate by the 
process gastronomically described as "nibbling ." I 
would like to see more attention paid to t ho impli -
cations of turbulent dif fus iv i ties which are pro-
portional to , or otherwise dependent on , the quan-
tity being diffused. For example, consider the 
simple one- dimensional model equation 
OC = T jl_ C Oe OT ay ay 
where e stands (say ) for t urbul ent energy , and T 
is a constan t with the di mensions of time . This 
equation admits solutions of t he form 
e = - ~ (y - st ) 
where 
ae S = - T 3°y 
Consequently, t he quantity e vanishes at a f ron t 
t hat propagates in the direct ion of increasing y 
with a velocity s which is proportiona l t o the 
gradient. of the turhulent energy nea r the 
interface . I have no i nstinctive feeling f or t he 
nature of t he characteristic time T . Moreover, in 
t he absence of a viscous term, there seems no way 
to accommodate negative values for s, although 
t hese are needed , for example, to describe the puff 
in a pipe. Turbulence models with t he d<~yred pro-
perty have been proposed by Kovasznay and by 
Saffman54 , both of whom have discussed the problem 
of laminar- t urbulent i nterfaces. The freq uent ly 
used k- £ mod e l also falls i n t his class , but I am 
not aware of much di scussion of t he point at issue. 
Numerical simulation . Finally, a few words 
should- ;;- -;aid -;;_bou t--numerical simulation. which 
has become an i mportant force i n t urbulence 
research . Leonard has remarked that numer i ca l wor k 
provides abundant information about a flow, espe-
cially about experimentally inaccessib l e quantities 
such as the pressure- strain corre l ation , bu t does 
not normally provide a long enough r ecord to accom-
moda te heuristi c searches for coherent structure. 
This defect can be, and in my opinion should be , 
overcome with t he aid of money . There remains the 
task of digging st ructur e out of noise , a task t hat 
will eventually require c l ose collaboration between 
numerica l analysts and experimenters. Research i n 
t his area ls moving rapidly, and I cannot do jus-
tice to t he subject here . 
Some ~121.i cations. I have occasionally been 
asked by managers in industry 1 f the concept of 
coherent structure ls something t hat they should be 
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applying i n design and development. My ans wer 
until recently was negative: the concept wa s not 
ready . and t he best course was probably to have 
somebody paying careful attention so t hat applica-
tion could begin at t he earliest possible moment. 
l am less negative now. J have in mind t hat much 
of the strength in turbulence modeling is concen-
t r ated in industry, and that modeling of coherent 
s tructure is a most conspicous lack at present. 
Another new element of va l ue to i ndus t ry is 
progress in manipulation and control of turbul ent 
f J ows . For exampl e, Wal sh and Lindemann 55 have 
consistently achieved r educt i ons of several percent 
i n surface friction in boundary layers by using 
l ongitudina l s urface grooves ca lled rlblets, 
despite t he fact t hat these devices substantially 
increase the surface area. The change in geometry 
affects the sublayer vortices in such a way that 
drag ls reduced b'\;t heat transfer is i ncreased . 
Plesn.lack and Nagib 6 have reported achieving ne t 
drag r eductions of about 2 0 percent i n boundary 
layers hy a d.tfferent method, using smal 1 , flat 
flow guides called large- eddy- break- up devices 
(LEBU's). The mode of interaction of t hese devices 
with t he large- seal e st ructure is not understood . 
So far the devices, and perhaps the t h Inking , are 
t wo- dimensional . In both methods of dr ag reduc -
tion , the contro l schemes are literally cut - and -
try. and are highly intuitive . . There are pre-
cedents to prove the value of i nt uition i n research 
of this kind , going back many year s to Roshko's use 
of a spl itter plate to i nh i bi t vortex sheddi ng from 
a cylinder and thereby reduce the drag. I 
emphasize the value of i nt uition to suggest t hat 
t here is room in the game for more players. 
§om~ !~~ne~. In the Introduction , I mentioned 
some lines of polariza tion ln the research commun -
ity. l should say wha t a few of these are, accord-
ing to my perception of t he situation . One issue 
concerns the permanence of structure, and its 
dependence on initial conditions. A few au th ors 
hold t hat any detectable structure, particularly Jn 
bounda ry layers , can always be traced upstream to a 
trans ition region, and that structure shou ld t here-
fore become undetectable in a s ufficiently mature 
flow. Counter- examples arc abundant, beginning 
with the atmosphere. Cer tainly , there is no reason 
to suppose t hat t he i nstabilities t hat lead to 
coher ent structur e operate only in t he transl ti on 
region. A more relevant issue l nvol ves a differ-
ence of opinion about t he role of viscosity and the 
value of i nv iscid mode l s. In research on the tur-
bulent spot, for example, t he l aminar boundary 
layer ls idealized ag7a vortex sheet Jn the work by Coles and co- worker s , but is treated as an essen-
tial part of t he ambiggt flow i n the work by Wyg-
nanski and co- workers . Both positions are ten-
able; t hey are simply different. In r esearch on 
boundary layer s, a f undamental issue is t he rela-
tive role of the sublayer flow and the large- scale 
outer flow. One school argues that the subl ayer 
drives t he outer flow; another school argues pre-
cisel y the opposite. No mechanism has so far been 
proposed to accommodate both views , and thus elim-
inate the occasional myopia and presbyopia t hat 
have caused arguments in the research community 
from time to time . Finally, t here is , or eventu-
ally will be, a difference of opinion on the ques -
tion of hierarchy . There is no concensus about the 
smallest scale at wh ich struc t ure can be defined , 
or i s worth defining , before conventional statisti -
cal ideas are reinstated. 
There is even a serious probl e11 with publica-
tion . For e xa111pl e, some of the earliest !lescri p-
ttons of the mixing- layer mechan ism are in the sub-
1 i terature. The i mpor tance of topology and the 
presence of saddles in t he st rain field were noted 
in ag9 otherwise conventional thesis by another Brown . Th e i mportance of vortex stretchi ng a long 
bridges and the association with the mean strain 
field ~ere emphasized in a laboratory report by 
Coreas O which is f ull of insights. Unfort una tely , 
t he impact of t hese insights was weakened when t hey 
were dispersed into t hree jour na l papers wh ich 
appeared fi ve years later . The i mpor tance of 
coalescence as part of structure became public 
information on l y in 1974 , in nearl~ simultaneous 
journal pag2rs by Winant and Browand 1 and by Brown 
and Roshko ThP. ex9er i mental ev.I dencc for la r ge 
turbulence prod uction near s addles a ppeared in 
journal papers after a lapse of t hree years and 
seven years, respec tively, from the time that t he 
theses by Zaman and by Cantwel l wer e completed . Tt 
seems that seni or members of the research commun ity 
Jn turbulence, myself included, are accustomed to a 
lei s ure ly pace, and a re not yet persuaded t hat it 
is advisable dur i ng a revolution to publish 
qu ickly , carefully , and succinctly--and not only in 
t he subliterature . 
So~~ ~~~~ct~!ions . In this paper I have con-
centrated on showing what can be done by using the 
concept of coher ent structure that canno t be done 
without it . After fifteen years of research . there 
arc some defJnite gains . It has always been so 
that the mos t valuable products of research on tur-
bulence a r c formulas capable of generati ng reliable 
numbers over a s ubs tantial range of conditions . 
Although t he results so far are not very profound, 
the second r evolution , like the first one, is visi -
bly ra isi ng t he art of t urbulence to a hiffher 
level. When this level is reached, hope that the 
variety of empirical constants which describe 
growt h rates and energy levels in different flows 
will be consolJ dated into a much smaller nu11ber . I 
hope that a solid argument wi 11 emerge for t he 
exis tence of a logarithmic mean- velocity profile Jn 
flow near a wal l . r hope that a knowledge of f low 
patterns and processes assocjatcd with coherent 
struc ture will allow c loser esti~ates of r elaxa tion 
times (and will account f or ove r s hoot i ng) i n flows 
where rapid changes occur in t he bounda ry 
conditions . All in a ll, the uses that have already 
been discovered for coherent structure pro•ise well 
for the future. 
I am well aware that an ac t of faith is 
required to believe, on the evidence presented 
here, that one key to turbulence lies in an under-
standing of the dynamics of a single determinist ic 
coheren t structure in a crowd of other structures , 
with the interaction adequately descrJbed in terms 
of t he j oint strain f .teld. ThJ.s belief has its 
origin in studies of the mi xing layer, where 
experience with both laminar and turbulent flow and 
with numerica l si mulations all points in the same 
direction . For other flows, the ev.tdence is much 
less conclusive . It does not follow that the 
emperor has no clothes, that experience w1 th the 
mixi ng l ayer cannot be generalized, and that there 
is no such thing as a typi cal coherent structure in 
most or all of the other c lassica l flows. There is 
no such thing as a hard spherical molecule , either; 
yet several useful properties of gases, such as the 
dependence of viscosi ty on te•perature , and the 
lack of dependence on pressure. can be inferred 
11 
from such a model, and primitJve esti mates can he 
improved by finite improvements in the model. I 
believe that t his analogy is r eaJ. 
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